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Boink - The Editors of boink magazine 2008-02-11
BOINK is what happens when a group of undergrads from Boston University decide to publish a sex
magazine. Now comes their explosive book, the definitive college guide to carnal knowledge. Openly
exploring sexual themes that are relevant to all men and women, these 4-color, beautifully designed pages
are filled with never-before-published true stories, prescriptive advice, graphic confessions, and no-holdsbarred nude pictures of real university students (not the fake "college co-eds" all over the internet). With
student contributors from named major universities, BOINK vividly details what goes on under the dorm
room sheets across the country.
New York Magazine - 1993-05-10
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing
and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Dissertation Abstracts International - 2009

explores the celebrity status that student sex columnists and magazine editors have received, the
controversies they have caused, and the sexual generation and student journalism revolution they
represent. Complete with a "sexicon" of slang, this book also dives into the columns and magazines
themselves, sharing for the first time what modern students are saying about their sex and love lives, in
their own words.
The Best American Magazine Writing 2005 - American Society of Magazine Editors 2005-11
Showcases articles written by a variety of journalists judged as finalists or winners in a contest sponsored
by the American Society of Magazine Editors, and addresses topics ranging from reporting to feature
writing.
Ghost Watch - David Rollins 2010-01-10
Special Agent Vin Cooper is feeling reckless. He volunteers for the dumbest and most dangerous job going:
personal security operations in Afghanistan protecting bent politicians. But when his principal is killed in a
suicide bomb attack, Cooper is reassigned to a cushy job nursing a couple of needy African-American
entertainers putting on a show for US military advisors at a secret base in Rwanda. Or so he thinks. Things
go horribly wrong when their United Nations chopper is forced down in the Democratic Republic of Congo
in the middle of an all-out firefight by opposing forces. The nightmare only intensifies when some of
Cooper's people, including one of the entertainers, are captured. While risking his life to rescue his
principals, Cooper spies a US DoD advisor in the enemy encampment, which is awash with American
weaponry. It seems that their forced landing in this inhospitable place was no accident...
Encyclopedia of the New York School Poets - Terence Diggory 2015-04-22
Presents an alphabetical reference guide detailing the lives and works of poets associated with the New
York Schools of the early twentieth century.
Billboard - 2006-03-25
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital,
events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends.
Out - 2005-06
Out is a fashion, style, celebrity and opinion magazine for the modern gay man.
Backside of the Moon - Tango Gao 2017-12-12
The first book by Shanghai-born visual artist, cartoonist, social media phenomenon, and advertising
executive Tango to be published in the United States, MADITATION is a brilliantly tongue-in-cheek
dissection of the everyday insanities of 21st-century urban living--and a witty guide to how to keep one's
calm in the midst of the craziness. Tango's doodles have a simple, fluent, and funny style. His humor is
obvious without words and explanation. Everything he draws has its own expression. Even air has a shape
and a piece of bread can be a protagonist. Tango celebrates finding joy and surprise in our daily life. No
matter how small we are and how frustrating life can be, we shall endeavor to feel “alive." Tango's playful
line drawings may just help you attain inner peace and tranquility--but at the very least they will make you

Game Informer Magazine - 2006
Newsweek - 2008
Porn Chic - Annette Lynch 2013-08-15
The mainstreaming of pornographic imagery into fashion and popular culture at the turn of the millennium
in Britain and the US signalled a dramatic cultural shift in construction of both femininity and masculinity.
For men and women, raunch became the new cool. This engaging book draws from a diverse range of
examples including film, popular tabloids, campus culture, mass media marketing campaigns, facebook
profiles, and art exhibits to explore expressions and meanings of porn chic. Bringing a cultural and feminist
lens to the material, this book challenges the reader to question the sexual agency of the 12-year-old girl
dressed to seduce in fashions inspired by Katie Price, the college co-ed flashing her breasts for a film maker
during Spring break, and the waitress making her customer happy with chicken wings and a nice set of
Hooters. Further it explores the raunchy bad boys being paid handsomely to tell the world about their
sexual exploits, online, on film, and in popular press bestsellers. The book also contains thought-provoking
artwork by Nicola Bockelmann which focuses on the permeable border between pornography and
mainstream culture and urges viewers to question everyday explicitness. Balancing a popular culture
approach and a strong analytic lens, Porn Chic will engage a wide audience of readers interested in popular
culture, fashion, and gender studies.
Sex and the University - Daniel Reimold 2010
During the last decade or so, college newspaper sex columns and campus sex magazines have
revolutionized student journalism and helped define a new sexual generation. Sex and the University
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smile.
Pornified - Pamela Paul 2007-04-01
"Strips porn of its culture-war claptrap . . . Pornified may stand as a Kinsey Report for our time."—San
Francisco Chronicle Porn in America is everywhere—not just in cybersex and Playboy but in popular video
games, advice columns, and reality television shows, and on the bestseller lists. Even more striking, as porn
has become affordable, accessible, and anonymous, it has become increasingly acceptable—and a big part
of the personal lives of many men and women. In this controversial and critically acclaimed book, Pamela
Paul argues that as porn becomes more pervasive, it is destroying our marriages and families as well as
distorting our children's ideas of sex and sexuality. Based on more than one hundred interviews and a
nationally representative poll, Pornified exposes how porn has infiltrated our lives, from the wife agonizing
over the late-night hours her husband spends on porn Web sites to the parents stunned to learn their
twelve-year-old son has seen a hardcore porn film. Pornified is an insightful, shocking, and important
investigation into the costs and consequences of pornography for our families and our culture.
A Crack in Everything - Vanessa Carlisle 2010-09-02
“Get ready: while other books may show up carefully dressed, this one answers the door in her underwear.”
—SARK, Author, Artist, Creative Fountain, PlanetSARK.com “...a new, exciting voice in fiction...A truly
impressive debut novel that announces Carlisle as a writer to watch.” —Rob Roberge, author of Working
Backwards from the Worst Moment of My Life “The characters that inhabit this sharp and witty novel are
troubled, impoverished, confused, lost, sexually frustrated, and intellectually unfulfilled. So...basically
everyone I know.” —Mike Barker, Co-Creator and Head Writer, American Dad! “...saucy writing yet tender
and heart-felt characters...bridges an unusual but empowering sisterhood between girls-next-door and girlson-stripper-poles. It’s about time! —Jennifer Musselman, author of Own It! The Ups & Downs of
Homebuying for Women Who Go It Alone Twenty-five-year-old Tamina is a sharp-witted Jersey girl living in
Hollywood with a near-phobic response to mismatching colors, an addiction to pedicures, and a hectic job
teaching comprehensive sex education to urban youth. Suffering the consequences of a violent assault, Tam
looks for relief in romance and LA’s underground erotic entertainment scene. However, when Tam’s young
attacker unexpectedly resurfaces among a crowd of drag queens, porn stars, and musicians, Tam finally
must make real choices. Fear or confrontation. Cynicism or curiosity. Silence or honesty. It would be
surreal, if it wasn’t LA.
Up in Smoke - Katie Macalister 2019-05-27
Though May Northcott’s heart belongs to Gabriel Tauhou, leader of the silver dragons, being stuck in
Abaddon has significantly cooled down her love life—especially since a demon lord is trying to woo her. So
far, May has resisted his efforts, but it’s getting increasingly harder to thwart disaster. So May is shocked
when Gabriel encourages her to give in to the demon prince. But her fire-breathing boyfriend has an
ulterior motive. Since May was created in the mortal world, her surrender would give her master access to
that world, where he would lose most of his powers. It looks as though May will have to barter to gain her
freedom and fulfill her destiny by Gabriel’s side. But will a deal with the devil make life heaven or hell?
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen's Magazine - 1900
Locomotive Firemen's Magazine - 1899
Poet's Market, 1993 - Michael J. Bugeja 1992-09
Poets will find 1,700 listings, including U.S. and international publishers of poetry, a list of Canadian and
U.S. arts councils, contests and awards, writing colonies, organizations useful to poets, and publications
useful to poets.
Women's Health - 2008-03
Womens Health magazine speaks to every aspect of a woman's life including health, fitness, nutrition,
emotional well-being, sex and relationships, beauty and style.
Sex and the Soul, Updated Edition - Donna Freitas 2015
First published in 2008, Donna Freitas's Sex and the Soul revealed what college students -- at institutions
large and small, public and private, secular, Catholic, and evangelical -- really think about sex, dating,
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religion, and spirituality. Based on face-to-face interviews with students across the country, Sex and the
Soul achieved national acclaim, illuminating the as-yet-unexplored struggles of college students navigating
the lines of faith and sexuality. Now, in this updated edition, Freitas reflects on the hundreds of
conversations she has had with students since the book was first published in an all-new afterword, and
offers practical advice for young people struggling with issues of sex and spirituality and for the adults
giving them guidance.
Bonk: The Curious Coupling of Science and Sex - Mary Roach 2009-04-06
A whimsical assessment of the science of sexual physiology considers the lighter side of such topics as
mythologies about a woman's ability to experience orgasm and the ineffectiveness of Viagra on female
pandas.
College Is for Suckers - April Norhanian 2009-02-10
College Is For Suckers -The First College Guide You Should Read is a frank and to-the-point "buyer beware"
for anyone considering a college "vacation." This book offers insightful information that could save you
thousands of dollars! While exposing the "hype" associated with a traditional college education, this book
provides you with valuable options for higher education in your pursuit of a successful future. Even if you
are dead set on going to college, you can't afford to be without this book! Be aware of what you, as a
college consumer, can realistically expect from a traditional four-year college. Don't be a sucker! College Is
For Suckers -The First College Guide You Should Read... Shatters myths about the need for a traditional
liberal arts education. Compares the "hype" with the actual value of a four-year degree in today's market.
Peels away the extra fluff associated with the "college experience" and shows how you can be a "wellrounded" party animal on your own while attending trade schools, vo-tech programs or apprenticeships that
actually prepare you for a career. Provides thought-provoking points to help you decide if college is
necessary for you, or at least necessary for you now. Explains how college has actually "dumbed-down" due
to grade inflation, ridiculous requirements, and outdated curriculums. Offers creative alternatives for
achieving a marketable education. Lists valuable resources for obtaining knowledge, credentials and
experience (other than a four-year college) and shares the secrets of successful professionals who never
graduated from college. Explains the dangers of student loans and how college is not always a good
"investment."
Poet's Market, 1994 - Christine Martin 1993
Poets will find US and international publishers of poetry, a list of Canadian and US arts councils, contests
and awards, writing colonies, organizations and publications useful to poets. 1,700 listings.
New York Magazine - 1993-05-10
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing
and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Since Then - David Crosby 2007-10-30
An honest and revealing memoir from musician David Crosby, founding member of The Byrds and Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young. A true rock-and-roll survivor, David Crosby has not slowed down since his New York
Times bestselling memoir Long Time Gone. Reunited with his adult son while awaiting a liver transplant,
becoming a famous sperm donor (to Melissa Etheridge and Julie Cypher), coming back from a crippling
motorcycle accident, losing his house in an earthquake, and through it all making beautiful music, David
Crosby once again reveals all with self-skewering humor and honesty—as only he can. “A fascinating life
worthy of a sequel.”—Entertainment Weekly
Men's Health - 2008-04
Men's Health magazine contains daily tips and articles on fitness, nutrition, relationships, sex, career and
lifestyle.
Crampton's Magazine - 1899
Love Life - Lexy Timms 2016-06-02
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From international bestselling author, Lexy Timms, comes a forbidden romance that'll set your heart
racing. She'd given up on love. He didn't have time for it. She thinks he's a stuck up pretty boy who doesn't
care about anyone but himself, and he thinks she's a stuck up prude who wouldn't know how to "put out" if
she tried. And yet... Antonio Riverra AKA Tony Rivers comes from a lower class background, raised in the
rough streets of gang-infested L.A. His only saving grace was his mother who was a dance teacher.
However, Tony kept his knowledge of ballet a highly-guarded secret. He’s applied for early admission to a
number of California performing arts colleges, but earned a scholarship to small but prestigious school, the
San Oaho College of Visual and Performing Arts. Allison (Allie) Holbrook is the rebellious daughter of a rich
man. She doesn’t know her mother, as she was abandoned on her father’s doorstep when she was three.
Since a paternity test confirmed she was his, Jefferson Holbrook took financial but not emotional
responsibility for her. He had a nanny care for her until she was old enough to go to boarding school. She’s
had the best of everything but good role models. Because her father controls everything about her life, and
Jefferson believes the only thing a rich man’s daughter should do is marry a rich man’s son, he sends her off
to the San Oaho College of Visual and Performing Arts while he finds her a husband. Does love have limits?
At what cost? Out of nowhere, when Allie least expects it, Tony crashes into her life. Now, the stakes have
never been higher. This is steamy romance, NOT erotica. Search Terms: Suspense romance, hot and
steamy, dance, romantic suspense, romantic comedy, sports romance, new adult and college romance,
sport romance, dark romance, contemporary romance
PC/Computing - 1997
Sexidemic - Lawrence R. Samuel 2013
A cultural history of sex since World War II looks at Americans' conflicted relationship with it, in a book
that looks at such issues as low libido, sex addiction, sex-related stress and much more.
An Author Index to Little Magazines of the Mimeograph Revolution, 1958-1980 - Christopher
Harter 2008
An Author Index to Little Magazines of the Mimeograph Revolution references approximately 100 literary
magazine (or "little magazine") titles published between 1959 and 1980, aiding researchers in finding
approximately 20,000 works by more than 500 individual writers and poets. Christopher Harter focuses on
a select but important subgenre of little magazines that originated during the "Mimeograph Revolution."
This era is significant in the history of twentieth-century American literary magazines because the
decreased cost of production resulted in a tremendous increase in the number of such magazines. The
period is also noteworthy in that the "mimeos" differed from the reviews of earlier decades because of the
lack of cohesion around a particular school of writers and an opposition to the increasingly corporate
nature of mainstream publishing in the late twentieth century. For students and scholars of contemporary
writing, this index is an excellent resource for locating and tracing the publication of individual works by
authors and poets.
Sex and the Soul - Donna Freitas 2008-04-11
Based on dozens of face-to-face interviews, Sex and the Soul explores the sexual and spiritual lives of
today's college students. Donna Freitas crisscrossed the country, visiting a range of America's colleges and
universities--from public to private, Catholic to evangelical--to find out what students had to say about these
highly personal subjects. Their stories will not only engage readers, but, in many cases, move them with the
painful struggles these candid young women and men face. Indeed, the book uncovers aspects of college
life that may unsettle some readers, especially parents. Many campuses, for instance, are dominated by the
pervasiveness of hook-up culture. Moreover, many students see little connection between sex and religion,
even as they seek one between sex and spirituality. Indeed, these observations hold true even at Catholic
schools. Only at evangelical colleges is religion an important factor when deciding whether or not to
engage in sex. But Freitas's research also reveals that, even at secular schools, students are not
comfortable with a culture of casual sex, and that they do want spirituality, at least, if not also religion, to
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speak about what they should do and who they should try to be--not just what they should avoid doing. Sex
and the Soul will offer readers the chance to hear college students speaking honestly about extremely
sensitive topics, in a book that will be of great interest to students, parents, clergy, teachers, and anyone
who wants to know what's happening on today's college campuses. Named one of the Best Religion Books
of 2008 by Publishers Weekly "Fascinating, disturbing...engaging...persuasive.... Freitas's work chronicles a
poignant spiritual loss that students themselves articulate and mourn." --Publishers Weekly "Candid,
disturbing, yet ultimately hopeful....Throughout this beautifully written book, Freitas presents students'
feelings and experiences in an unflinching yet compassionate way. You care about these young people and
their struggles. This book is a great service to students, parents, and those at colleges and universities who
want to prepare young adults not just for the workplace but for healthy and fulfilling lives." --Christian
Science Monitor
Men's Health - 2008-04
Men's Health magazine contains daily tips and articles on fitness, nutrition, relationships, sex, career and
lifestyle.
Men's Health - 2008-04
Men's Health magazine contains daily tips and articles on fitness, nutrition, relationships, sex, career and
lifestyle.
A Place Called Home - Jo Goodman 2011-05-26
When Thea Wyndham and Mitchell Baker learn they've been named joint guardians for their late friends'
three children, they're little more than acquaintances. Barely polite acquaintances, at that. Something
about Mitch's forthright intensity has always left ad exec Thea feeling off-balance, while Mitch makes no
secret of his disdain when Thea offers him financial assistance if he'll take sole guardianship. Thea is far
from heartless. She's just plain terrified of her new parenting responsibilities. Both she and Mitch are
romantically involved with other people. Yet the more time they spend together, the less certain she is of
her loyalties. There are complications and missteps, tears and laughter--lots of it. And somehow, through it
all, the dawning realization that the last place she thought she'd find herself could be just where she
belongs. . . Praise for Jo Goodman's Marry Me "Fans of historical and western romance will appreciate
Goodman's witty dialogue, first-rate narrative prose and clever plotting." –Publishers Weekly (starred
review) "An insightful, gently sensual love story." –Library Journal
Blue-Eyed Blonde - Sherman D. Manning 2006-04
Sex, Love, Rock & Roll; Jeremy Shackelford has a passion for Justice. This is Sherman Mannings brand new
book. A blast. Manning is a master of Generation X writers. In this sensational book, Jeremy Shackelford is
a stud, a jock and a fraternity leader. He graduates Magna Cum Laude from U. C. Davis in California . . . He
interned at the State Capitol for the Terminator. Jeff Bezos, Bill Gates, Terry Semel and Marc Cuban all
gave Jeremy lucrative job offers. But Jeremy Shackelford is a podcaster, a blogger, an iPodder and the
Editor of the Sacramento Bee Newspaper. He kicks it with Marcus Pinkus, Victor Rasuk, Brad Pitt, Angelina
Jolie, Adam Curry, Josh Davis, Dennis Lloyd and Trent Reznor. In the process of wining, dining, sex, drugs,
rock and roll, Jeremy stumbles upon some information . . . A powerful secret. His journalistic discovery;
could be deadly . . .
The Publishers Weekly - 2008
Scientific Progress Goes Boink - Bill Watterson 1991
Cartoons follow the adventures of imaginative young Calvin and his stuffed tiger, Hobbes, as they cope with
bullies, babysitters, and the other everyday problems of growing up
Poet's Market, 1995 - Christine Martin 1994
Provides poets with information on more than one thousand commercial and literary markets for their
work, details of payments and submission guidelines, interviews with poets, publishers, and editors
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